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reviewed daniel C peterson associate professor asian near eastern
languages brigham young university

height successful career scholar teacher
american literature university administrator marilyn arnold
took early retirement brigham young university
seem writings appearing st george both
latter day saint general literary topics using
time well

sweet word designed arnold tells us least two
audiences written partially colleagues
latter day saints people herself may per-
plexed person training literary experience

take joseph smith mormonism seriously author
continues 1 I write my mormon friends those

yet swept away miracle book mor-
mon those may latter find new reason cele-
brate xi

arnold concentrates text book mormon itself
giving virtually attention growing body secondary lit-
erature book writes 1I am scriptural scholar
I1 called scholars assist my reading essay
very simply my personal response book vilyivii ap-
proach considerable merit too often read book
mormon proof texts example faith then having
found isolated passages want proceed discuss sub-
ject feeling little need make further reference scriptures
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themselves much said paying close sus-
tained attention canonical texts themselves style

method nuances
ways fortunate know little orig-

inal setting book mormon know too little pre
columbian philology archaeology history let distract us

message book every reader thus stands effec-
tively equal every reader before english text

practical purposes our original text arnold asserts
scripture book mormon read

appreciated ordinary people special training his-
torical background long humbly seeking spir-
its understanding vii

few exceptions arnolds abstaining cita-
tion secondary literature reference john hiltonsholtonsHiltons 1990
BYU studies article statistical analysis book mor-
mon text 1 cites hilton order buttress own sub-
jective conclusion based english teachers eye multiple
authorship nephite record 123 aware vari-
ous opinions location ancient hill cumorah

own reading text comes support view
two different hills called Cumocumorahfabrabfub

few minor errors book might avoided
consulting secondary literature arnolds reference laban

priest 4 seems basis I11 nephi given
lehitelehine party landed mesoamericaMesoamerica clear latter
day gentiles nephis prophecy should identified solely

british mesoamericaMeso america spanish likely can-
didatesdidates assumes apart peoples specifically enu-
merated book mormon new world entirely
uninhabited book mormon does demand
american archaeology seems rule 2

arnold finds incongruous lamanitesLamanites hostile
religion lehi nephi descendants
named cities jerusalem contrary since laman

lemuel fountainhead lamanite tradition identified
themselves closely ruling class city identifica-
tion ironically nephi agreed city did want
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leave badly wanted return nostalgia
expected furthermore arnolds suspicion cata-

clysmic destruction 3 nephi perhaps altered landscape
beyond recognition discussed shown groundless

work ofjohnjohn L sorenson 3 finally thejareditesjareditesJaredites orig-
inated mesopotamia probably did travel way either
mediterranean red sea reach americas

these minor issues arnolds emphasis literary
analysis indeed books strength moreover care-
ful reading sometimes leads excellent points go beyond

literary instance remark structural integrity
nephite barges insightful far I1 am aware original

316 n 4
acute convincing recognition vastly dif-

ferent personalities among chief characters book mor-
mon example solitary melancholymelancholyjacobjacob

sad moroni long surviving annihilated people painfully
aware finality what writing acutely conscious

own perceived literary weakness discussion alma
great convert knew himself powerful change heart

earnestly commended hearers powerful arnold
whenever alma speaks change language fairly

shimmers beauty wonder 125
arnold insists nephite text vastly rich abun-

dantly repays close attention book mormon quite
frankly challenging compcompellingenningeffing text I1 ever tried

explicate densely rich rewarding text I1 ever
read vii many layered structurally complex vii
mosiah 7 17 arnold remarks even evi-
dence authenticity book mormon intricacies

these chapters should convince skeptical readers
narrative jumbled way tax even accomplished fic-

tionistti literary novice like joseph smith
lost before began 99

discussing sermons alma younger
rival beauty power scripture anywhere para-
phrase discussion adequately describe verbal acuity
oratorical skills great man god I1 cannot begin do
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justice alma 5 simply must read preferably aloud 119
123 great discourse faith alma 32 arnold writes

rather amazing sermon simple form grand
message diamond lucidity brilliance dazzling trea-

sure reveals alma prophet
artist 168 account resurrected saviors

ministrations people bountiful nothing my reading
experience equals account tenderness pure feeling
I1 am still awed quality mormonscormonsMormons mind 258 349

sweet word indeed kind testimony truth
power book mormon borne trained morally

sensitive literary scholar book mormon arnold writes
essence mormonism sweet word

sweetest words xvxv appropriately concludes book
final eloquent expression gratitude

I1 suggest best use sweet word read
straight through novel rather chapters should
studied company relevant chapters book

mormon itself thus used very much like attending
class led wise discerning profoundly committed teacher
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